ABSTRACT Cross-domain recommender systems are usually able to suggest items, which are not in the same domain, where users provided ratings. For this reason, cross-domain recommendation has attracted more and more attention in recent years. However, most studies propose to make cross-domain recommendation in the scenario, where there are common ratings between different domains. The scenario without common ratings is seldom considered. In this paper, we propose a novel method to solve the cross-domain recommendation problem in such a scenario. We first apply trust relations to the cross-domain scenario for predicting coarse ratings pertaining to cross-domain items. Then, we build a new rating matrix, including known ratings and predicted ratings of items from different domains, and transform a user-item matrix into an item-item association matrix. Finally, we compute the similarities of items belonging to different domains and use item-based collaborative filtering to generate recommendations. Through relevant experiments on a real-world data set, we compare our method to a trust-aware recommendation method and demonstrate its effectiveness in terms of prediction accuracy, recall, and coverage.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems have become more and more popular because they can help users to find items of interest (such as movies, books, music, etc.) so that they cope with the information overload problem. Some common recommender systems are Amazon, Lastfm, and Movielens. These systems recommend online products, music, and movies to users. In the past decade, lots of researchers have worked to develop recommender systems [1] , [2] , but there are still some challenges like cold start [3] - [5] and data sparsity [6] , [7] .
The vast majority of recommender systems offer their recommendation only for items belonging to a single domain. In fact, there may exist dependencies and correlations between preferences in different domains. Instead of considering each type of item independently, the knowledge learned from one domain could be transferred to other domains to improve recommendation efficiency. For example, if some users like a singer's songs (music is source domain), some movies (movies is target domain) in which the singer starred could be recommended to the same users. In this way, the problems of cold start [8] , [9] and data sparsity [10] , [11] pertaining to target domain can be solved. Therefore, crossdomain recommendation becomes an emerging research topic in the area of recommender systems.
Existing works on cross-domain recommendation usually require rating data pertaining to common users or items across different domains. This is not realistic. In this paper, we focus on cross-domain recommendation problem in the scenario without common users or items. We propose a cross-domain recommendation method, which utilizes trust relations and usage context to build associations between different domains. We first apply trust relations to a crossdomain scenario for predicting the ratings of source users on target items. Then we build a unified rating matrix by combining source users' known ratings and predicted ratings of the target domain. Next, we transform the new rating matrix to item-item matrix for computing similarity of items from different domains. Finally, we use item-based collaborative filtering to predict ratings and generate top-N recommendations.
The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We apply a traditional trust-aware recommendation method to a cross-domain scenario for predicting ratings of source domain's users on target domains' items.
• We propose a recommendation method which exploits information regarding trust and usage context to generate cross-domain recommendations.
• We conduct relevant experiments on the publicly available Ciao dataset, and verify the effectiveness of the proposed recommendation method using relevant metrics. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work on cross-domain recommendation. Section 3 discusses our problem statement. Section 4 outlines the details of our proposed scheme. Section 5 elaborates on our experimental evaluation and further discusses the results we achieved. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Cross-domain recommendation has become a hot research topic because of addressing the cold start problem and mitigating the data sparsity problem. Some researchers have surveyed related works on cross-domain recommendation [12] - [14] . As defined in [13] , there are two crossdomain recommendation tasks.
The first task is exploiting knowledge from source domain(s) for improving the quality of recommendation for items in target domain. Li et al. [10] proposed a cross-domain collaborative filtering method for sparsity reduction. They learned a codebook by compressing the cluster-level useritem rating patterns into an informative and yet compact representation. Then, they transferred knowledge from other domains to a target domain in the form of a codebook. Tang et al. [15] proposed the cross-domain topic learning model to alleviate the data sparsity problem. They assumed each domain has N different topics and each user has a distribution over these topics. Instead of traditional author matching techniques, topic matching was used to build the association between source domain and target domain for recommending cross-domain collaborators. Moreno et al. [16] proposed to solve the data sparsity problem by using machine learning to transfer knowledge from a dense domain to a sparse target domain. They developed a transfer learning technique to extract knowledge from multiple domains containing rich data and generated recommendation for a sparse target domain. The technique learned relatedness and linearly integrated the rating patterns of all source domains into one model in order to enable prediction of unknown ratings in the target domain. Enrich et al. [17] proposed to use userassigned tags as bridge between different domains. Based on the overlapped tags used in two domains, they learned tagging pattern of users in a source domain (e.g., how users tag items in an source domain, how these tags correlate with the ratings) for improving the rating prediction performance in a target domain.
The second task is making joint recommendation for items belonging to different domains. Li et al. [18] proposed method to share the knowledge by pooling the rating data from multiple tasks. They established the relatedness across multiple rating matrices by sharing an implicit cluster-level rating matrix and then the shared rating matrix was extended to a more general cluster-level rating model, namely ratingmatrix generative model. A rating matrix of any related task can be generated or predicted based on the generative model and a user-item joint mixture model. Shi et al. [19] proposed a tag-induced collaborative filtering for cross-domain recommendation. They exploited user-contributed tags which are common to multiple domains as cross-domain links. These tags were used to compute cross-domain user-user similarity and item-item similarity and then the similarities were integrated into a matrix factorization model to guide the factorization process and improve recommendation performance. Gao et al. [20] , [21] proposed a cluster-level latent factor model (CLFM) based on the framework of joint nonnegative matrix. Unlike [10] , they used CLFM to not only learn shared common rating pattern across multiple domains, but also learn the domain-specific cluster-level rating pattern from each domain containing some discriminative information. Hu et al. [22] proposed to model the user-item-domain triadic relation as a three order tensor. Then, they utilized the standard CANDECOMP/PARAFAC(CP) tensor decomposition model [23] to capture the interactions between domainspecific user factors and item factors so as to predict ratings for each domain. Li and Lin [24] considered the cross-domain recommendation problem in the case that there are some common users and common items across two homogeneous domains. They proposed a two-step algorithm to identify user/item correspondences and then introduced a transfer learning approach to boost the rating prediction accuracy in a target domain. Li et al. [25] proposed to simultaneously group users based on their ratings on items and group items based on their associated ratings provided by uses in both domains to find shared group-level rating patterns. Then, they proposed a unified framework and developed a bayesian generative model to generate and predict ratings for multiple related collaborative filtering on the site-time coordinate system. Most previous works [10] , [16] , [18] , [20] - [22] , [24] - [27] focus on only rating information. They either assume that related domains share a common rating pattern even homogeneous structure, or require that the rating matrixes from different domains contain at least a part of the same users or items. In recent years, the increasing growth of online social network [28] produce lots of information (e.g., social tags, social relations) which is possibly available for cross-domain recommendation. Tang et al. [15] and Guo and Chen [29] exploited rich scholarly data to identify the link between two scholars from different domains (i.e., cross-domain collaboration). Enrich et al. [17] and Shi et al. [19] used additional tag information to build cross-domain association and then combined rating information to predict cross-domain ratings.
In this paper, we focus on the first cross-domain recommendation task. In addition to rating information, we also exploit trust relations between uses from source domain and target domain to solve the first task.
III. DESIGN OF TUCross

A. OVERVIEW
In the method of cross-domain recommendation, we assume to work with two domains and introduce relevant notations, as shown in Table 1 . As elaborated in [30] , there exists four different crossdomain scenarios, these are illustrated in Figure 1 : a) User Overlap. There are some common users across different domains and these users have ratings in both domains, i.e., U ST = ∅. b) Item Overlap. There are some common items across different domains and these items have been rated by some users in two domains, i.e., I ST = ∅. c) Full Overlap. The two domains have overlap both among users and items, i.e., U ST = ∅ and I ST = ∅. d) No Overlap. There is no overlap of both users and items between two domains, i.e., U ST = ∅ and I ST = ∅.
Any collaborative filtering algorithm can be applied in the first three scenarios to solve the cross-domain recommendation problem. Generally, the cross-domain recommenda-
tion problem in these scenarios are converted to a single domain by aggregating rating data from the two domains into a unified dataset. However, the last scenario is seldom solved due to the lack of any overlap of users or items in two different domains. Next, we will mainly focus on cross-domain recommendation in the last scenario and introduce our method for solving cross-domain recommendation problem in no-overlap scenario. The flowchart is shown in Figure 2 . It mainly consists of the following two steps:
• Coarse rating prediction: In this step, we build the ratings' association by utilizing trust relations between users from two different domains and then predict ratings of source users on target items. Here, we call these predicted ratings as coarse ratings.
• Refined rating prediction: In this step, we form the users' usage context from different domains based on the source users' rating history and coarse ratings obtained in the first step. Then we represent each item by item vector and compute items' similarity. Finally, we exploit item-based collaborative filtering for predicting ratings pertaining to cross-domain items.
B. COARSE RATING PREDICTION
In this section, we exploit trust to make coarse rating prediction of cross-domain items. In a single-domain scenario, the common concept of trust-aware recommendation methods is that the taste of a user is similar to his trusted friends. Similarly, in a cross-domain scenario, the tastes of two users belonging to two different domains are similar if they have trust relations. Therefore, we can easily apply traditional trust-aware recommendation method to cross-domain scenario using equation (1) . In cross-domain scenarios, trust connections can exist with some different forms. For example, in Ciao dataset used in our experimental section, users express their trust to other users and add users to their trust networks if they find their reviews consistently interesting and helpful. Namely, their trust depends on whether a user FIGURE 2. Proposed scheme.
express support to another user's review on items. Another situation is that two users who are involved in different domains of interest are relatives, friends, or colleagues in their real life. This also means that they have trust relations to some extent.R
whereR u,j denotes the predicted rating of source user u on target item j, and T u,v denotes the trust value of the source user u to the target user v.
We generate a new rating matrix by combining source users' ratings and their coarse ratings predicted from the previous step. As shown in Table 2 The new rating matrix forms the usage context pertaining to source domain and target domain, and the user-item matrix is transformed into an item-item matrix by computing the most significant co-occurrences for each item. Here, for simplicity, we consider two items to be significant co-occurrences if at least one user rated them similarly (i.e. at least one user simultaneously gives 1) high ratings, 2) low ratings, and 3) ratings with a little difference). In addition, we define the association of two items is equal to 1 if the items are co-occurrences and vice versa. The computation process of co-occurrence relations allow coarse ratings inaccurate. Table 3 shows the item vectors describing the five items calculated in this way. User u 1 gave high ratings on i S1 , i S2 , and i T 4 so their association values are 1, as can be seen in Table 3 . Similarly, the association values among i T 5 , i S2 , and i T 4 are 1. Items i S1 and i T 5 are described by the same item vectors, therefore they have a high similarity and users who like i S1 will very possibly also like i T 5 and vice versa. Actually, significant co-occurrences of two items depend on usage context for all users. Therefore, we calculate the significance score based on contingency tables commonly used in statistical theory. Table 4 shows the contingency table for items i and j which are co-rated F 11 times. Additionally, i was rated by F 12 users who did not rate j, j was rated by F 21 users who did not rate i, and F 22 users who did not rate any of these items at all. We use χ 2 test to measure the association between two items, as shown in Equation 2. Based on the contingency table, the χ 2 test adds up the squared z-scores for each cell in the contingency table and puts it in relation to the expected frequencies.
where
Then, the cumulative distribution function of χ 2 , as show in Equation 3 , is used to compute the association possibility p ranging from 0 to 1. Given a threshold β, two items are considered to be significantly related if p >= β and vice versa.
where v is the freedom degree and is equal to 1 for the contingency table above, (·) is the Gamma function, x is the value of χ 2 computed using Equation 2.
2) ITEM SIMILARITY COMPUTATION
Based on the obtained item-item association matrix, we compute the cosine similarity of item vectors as the similarity for each item pair using Equation 4 .
where V i and V j are the item vectors of items i ∈ I S and j ∈ I T .
3) RATING PREDICTION
We predict the ratings of a source domain's user u on target domain's item i using Equation 5. Due to the fact that the known ratings pertaining to only the source domain is correct, we utilize the ratings and the relevant item similarity for rating prediction. In addition, the proposed method can predict ratings of users without trust relations to the target domain's users. This is quite different compared to the method which utilizes only trust relations of users between two different domains for generating cross-domain recommendation.
where u ∈ U S , i ∈ I S , and j ∈ I T , sim i,j denotes the computed similarity between two items from different domains.
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IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present our experimental evaluations using Ciao dataset [31] . Based on the real-world dataset, we compare two methods used in cross-domain scenario and discuss the experimental results.
A. DATASETS
Ciao is a well-known consumer opinion website where users can make reviews to familiar items such as cars, movies, books as well as music, and further assign these items numeric ratings in the range of 1 (min) to 5 (max). In addition, users also express their trust to other users and add users to their trust networks if they find their reviews consistently interesting and helpful. In the Ciao dataset, trust values between users are binary. These trust relations have been used for trust prediction [32] , social influence analysis [33] , recommender systems, etc. Tang etc. [32] analysed the relations between rating similarity and trust, and then demonstrated the existence of homophily for trust prediction. We used the version of Ciao dataset published by Tang et al. [31] . We selected top-5 categories of the dataset for our experiments, including: DVDs, Beauty, Books, Travel, and CiaoCafe. As shown in Table 5 , in the experiments, we use one of the five categories as source domains respectively, and use another category as a target domain. Then, eight sub-datasets are generated for our experiments where the overlap users in each sub-dataset will be regarded as target users for testing our proposed method. This table shows the numbers of users and items included in each domain on each sub-dataset. For example, the first sub-dataset includes the source domains DVDs and the target CiaoCafe, 4358 and 4381 users have rated 11299 and 2893 items, and there are 2757 users in common in the two domains. In addition, the sparsity of trust relations between users from source domain and target domain is 0.998904. 
where u ∈ U S , j ∈ I T , |R test | denotes the number of ratings in the test set, R u,i andR u,i respectively denote the real and prediction values of ratings in R test . For top-N recommendation, we employed top-N recall as the third evaluation metric in our experiments. Based on the recommendation list of each user u, the recall is given using Equation 8 .
where Num(u) denotes the number of all relevant items and Num(N , u) denotes the number of relevant items that are in the top-N recommendation list. Furthermore, H (N , u) can be aggregated over all users to obtain the average top-N recall for the test set [34] . The average recall is computed using Equation 9.
Coverage is one of the popular evaluation measure in recommender systems. Hence, we use coverage as the fourth evaluation metric. Coverage is the ratio of the number of the total distinct items which are recommended to all source users, to the number of the total items in target domain. It is defined as shown in the following equation.
where I T denotes the item set of target domain, R T (u) is the recommendation list of source domain's user u, in which each item belongs to the target domain. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of our recommendation method, we compare the recommendation results of the following methods.
• TCross: In this method, we apply trust to cross-domain scenario. Based on the trust relations between users from source domain and target domain, the ratings of source users on target items are computed. Equation (1) is related to TCross.
• TUCross: This proposed method exploits trust and usage context for generating cross-domain recommendations. Equation (5) is related to TUCross.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
1) RESULTS FOR RATING PREDICTION
We respectively assigned four values 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2 to the threshold β to choose an appropriate value for proposed TUCross method. Figures 3 and 4 show the impact of β on TUCross in terms of RMSE and MAE on eight sub-datasets.
We can see that TUCross achieves the best RMSE and MAE when β is equal to 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.05, 0.15, and 0.1 for Exp1, Exp2, Exp3, Exp4, Exp5, Exp6, Exp7, and Exp8, respectively. Therefore, we assign these values to β when comparing TUCross to TCross. Table 6 shows the results of the comparison between TUCross and TCross in our experiments for rating prediction. From this table, we can see that TCross has values of RMSE ranging from 1.18 to 1.72, as well as has values of MAE ranging from 0.83 to 1.24, for eight experiments. In addition to TCross, we also show the results of TUCross for two classes of users: a) source domain's users with trust relations to target domain's users; b) source domain's users with no trust relations. TCross can predicts ratings only for the first class of users. RMSE of TUCross for the first class of users is about 0.15 lower than TCross and the relevant MAE of TUCross is about 0.10 lower than TCross. This demonstrates that the usage context helps to refine the predicted ratings in the step of coarse rating prediction. What's more, we can see that RMSE and MAE of TUCross for the second class of users and TCross have small differences, even that the former is better than the latter on Exp1, Exp2, Exp5, Exp6, and Exp8. This might be due to that the associations between source items and target items are better mined in the step of refined rating prediction.
2) RESULTS FOR TOP-N RECOMMENDATION
In this section, we present the results of our experiments for top-N recommendation, first for a source domain's users with trust relations to a target domain's users and then for users with no trust relations. Figure 5 shows the recall of TCross and TUCross for users with trust relations. As shown in these figures, the recall of the two methods in Exp1, Exp2, Exp3, Exp4, Exp5, Exp6, Exp7, and Exp8, is increasing as N increases. This is obviously because a larger value of N brings more recommended items for each user. In addition, TCross has lower recall than TUCross for a smaller value of N and vice versa. This indicates that our proposed method is able to help generate better recommendations in terms of recall when the recommendation list is needed to be longer. Figure 6 shows the coverage of TCross and TUCross for users with trust relations. As shown in these figures, the coverage of the two methods in Exp1, Exp2, Exp3, Exp4, Exp5, Exp6, Exp7, and Exp8, is increasing as N increases. This is also due to the fact that a larger value of N brings more recommended items for each user. In addition, TCross has larger recall than TUCross and the difference of coverage are becoming more and more bigger as the value of N increases. TUCross utilizes the similarity between items to generate recommendations. This is generally easy to include more cold items. Therefore, more distinct items can be recommended to all users.
Compared to TCross, TUCross can provide recommendation for users with no trust relations because it suggests items VOLUME 4, 2016 based on item-item similarities, respectively. Figures 7 and 8 have shown the results of TUCross in terms of recall and coverage. As shown in Figure 7 , for Exp1, Exp2, Exp3, Exp4, Exp5, Exp6, Exp7, and Exp8, the recall of TUCross is increasing linearly with the number of items to recommend. The logic behind this is, the more items a user is recom- mended, the more items of interest it is possible to find for the user (i.e., high recall.) On the other hand, the coverage of TUCross is also increasing linearly. This is due to the fact that the more items each user is recommended, the more distinct items there are to be recommended to all users. (i.e, high coverage.) In summary, TCross and TUCross can both generate recommendation in cross-domain scenarios. The former has larger recall for smaller value of N while the latter has larger recall for larger value of N . Therefore, in order to obtain a better recall for any value of N, the two methods can be respectively used according to different value of N , and they can be also combined through a trade-off parameter between them. In addition, for users with no trust relations, only TUCross can be used to generate recommendations.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel cross-domain recommendation method, which incorporates trust relations and usage context to build the association between two different domains. Trust is first applied to predict ratings of a source domain's users on a target domain' items. Based on the usage context across different domains formed from the known ratings and predicted ratings, we transform the user-item rating matrix into item-item association matrix so that each item is represented by an item vector. As a result, the cross-domain recommendation is transformed as an item-item similaritybased recommendation problem. We use item-based collaborative filtering to predict cross-domain items. The extensive experiments on a real-world dataset have been conducted to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method in addressing cross-domain recommendation for users with trust and as well as users with no trust.
In addition, one domain is generally related to multiple domains. In this case, in order to generate better crossdomain recommendations, the problem of how to utilize multiple domains related to a domain to improve recommendation efficiency regarding the domain should be considered. We will focus on the issue in future work. 
